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Abstract. The recent development of Blockchain based cryptocurrency
technology has enabled a high level of trust and security for many appli-
cations in people’s daily life. Traditional Blockchain architecture can
provide decentralized and trustworthy systems for financial services with
persistency, anonymity, and auditability guaranteed. Internet of Things
(IoT), as the next promising smart system, has the similar decentral-
ized topology with Blockchain. However, deploying Blockchain in IoT
system is still unpractical in many aspects. In this paper, we first point
out the practical obstacles to deploy Blockchain topology in IoT system.
Then a dynamic Blockchain based trust system is proposed to provide
a dynamic and scalable communication architecture for IoT networks.
We also present a case study to further discuss the security issues and
provide future research directions.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain has been an important technology for building trust architecture in
many aspects. Blockchain was first introduced in 2008 as the technical foundation
for a cryptocurrency known as Bitcoin [10] and since then has been widely used in
other cryptocurrencies [11]. As a core technique for all kinds of cryptocurrencies,
blockchain is built on a distributed digital ledger of transactions that is owned
across all participating entities in a peer-to-peer network. Decentralization is
implemented by deploying all participating entities to verify and confirm the
new transactions. Once verified, confirmed, and recorded, the transaction data
cannot be altered retroactively without alteration of all subsequent blocks, which
requires a consensus of the network majority. In the implementation of Bitcoin,
all valid transactions records are hashed and encoded into a Merkle tree [10].
Then batches of valid transactions are formed into blocks. Each block includes
the hash results of the prior block which links the two adjacent blocks. Then the
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linked blocks form a chain which is called blockchain [10]. The process of building
blockchain is to continuously append new blocks to the existing blockchain which
is also referred to mining [11]. The basic operation of mining is to solve a math
puzzle (usually Proof of Work (PoW) [14]) which is hard-to-solve but easy-to-
verify. In order to solve this puzzle, the participating entities must provide huge
computation resources which restrict the number of blocks that can be mined.
Also, malicious mining of blocks can be further avoided with this mechanism. The
popular puzzle used in blockchain is usually or Proof of Stake (PoS) [7]. POW
demands high computational resources which are deployed in Bitcoin protocol
as finding the specific value with specific Hash results [10]. POS will consume
both computational and memory resources [7]. All message exchanged between
entities are encrypted with deploying changeable Public Keys which can avoid
eavesdropping.

Although blockchain can be used into many famous cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin, there are other potential applications that can deploy blockchain
as a fundamental technology. As building blockchain can allow payment done
without any trusted intermediary, many financial services such as digital assets,
remittance, and smart contracts are developed [17]. In fact, blockchain is becom-
ing one of the most promising techniques for designing the next generation of
communication and interaction systems such as Internet of Things (IoT) [3].

With the rapid growth of smart devices and bandwidth of wireless networks,
the concept of IoT is becoming realized with wide acceptance and popular-
ity [16]. Nowadays, it represents a network where smart “things” having sen-
sors and antennas are connected. As a highly dynamic network, IoT always has
the scalability to allow nodes to join and leave the network. In fact, as the
IoT paradigm represents a collection of connected devices and heterogeneous
networks, it also inherits the traditional security and privacy issues from the
computer networks [8]. However, on the other hand, different from traditional
computers, IoT devices are usually equipped with constrained resources such as
limited power supply, calculation capacity, and storage space [13]. This leads to
the issue that the traditional security schemes used in computer networks based
blockchain are difficult to be implemented in IoT networks.

One problem in IoT networks is the identity management for the devices.
As the very different connection properties of IoT devices such as connection
lifetime, service requirement, and trust levels, it is difficult to assign an ID that
can universally identify the “things” and to maintain this identification scheme.
In fact, blockchain architecture can be deployed as the foundation for further
building security and privacy in IoT. The very basic design could be to deploy
every IoT node as a participating entity of blockchain which can further build a
trusted digital ledger for IoT applications.

In this paper, we first point out the obstacles of building blockchain in IoT
networks. Then a system design with a labeled network topology for the IoT
ID management is presented to indicate one solution to use a blockchain based
protocol in IoT networks.
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The roadmap of this paper is given as follows. In Sect. 2, we illustrate the
practical problems for using blockchain design in IoT networks. In Sect. 3, we
propose the layered network design to deploy blockchain as a foundation for IoT
security. In Sect. 5, a brief system evaluation is given and we discuss the future
work. We conclude our work in Sect. 6.

2 Research Background

In this section, we first point out the practical obstacle of building a secure
IoT system. The conflict between security schemes cost and the practical low
overhead requirement for deploying IoT network is discussed. Then the new
architecture of blockchain with full nodes and lightweight nodes is introduced.

2.1 One Example of IoT Security Issues

As shown in Fig. 1, the IoT networks are built up by many heterogeneous digital
devices with very different hardware configurations which all rely on the commu-
nication middle layer to make them connected. Many IoT devices are equipped
with two basic elements for data collection and transmission. Some devices such
as smartphones are also equipped with powerful calculation chips which can also
process collected data.

As pointed out in Sect. 1, although IoT is inherited from the traditional com-
puter networks which also inherit the security and privacy issues, the traditional
countermeasures are difficult to inherit. The main reason is not only due to the
heterogeneous devices with totally different hardware configurations, but also
due to the dynamic communications in IoT concept. One example is given in
Fig. 1 that there are devices with constant and dynamic links, and also devices
that are always offline or frequently join and leave the networks. In such cases,
it is much easier for an attacker to manipulate a compromised node with fake
ids to join the communication environment. It is more difficult to manage the id
in IoT than in traditional computer networks with such dynamic networks.

A review of security threats is listed in [6]. One of the threats is about
the authentication and secure communications in IoT. As shown in Fig. 1, any
devices in an IoT network must be authenticated first before they can com-
municate. However, in practical implementations, due to constrained hardware
resources, the overhead of security mechanisms must be minimized to consider
the efficiency problems which will further lead to security breaches [9].

2.2 Scalable Blockchain Nodes

As explained in Sect. 1, the foundation of blockchain is that all the transaction
records are verified and confirmed in previous blocks which can avoid the deniable
operations. This mechanism will require all participating entities in a blockchain
network to maintain and more importantly, to store the verified and confirmed
transaction records. In fact, once a new entity joins the blockchain network, the
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Fig. 1. IoT network with heterogeneous devices and dynamic connections.

download for all history blocks are necessary. However, this feature became the
obstacle for deploying blockchain architecture in IoT network. Most devices are
calculation and storage limited and the connection links between the IoT nodes
are always dynamic which means either maintaining or downloading the history
blocks are not practical.

Fortunately, there are new designs for blockchain nodes called full nodes and
lightweight nodes in Bitcoin protocols [1]. A lightweight node only downloads
the block headers to validate the authenticity of the transactions instead of all
the history blocks. Then lightweight nodes are served by full nodes to connect
to the blockchain network, they are easy to maintain and run without a heavy
overhead.

However, the large deployment of lightweight nodes may lead to privacy
issues in IoT. As lightweight nodes are served by full nodes, the malicious users
hold the full node will compromise the privacy of transactions from lightweight
nodes. Moreover, as the dynamic connections of IoT, once a full node leaves the
network, the corresponding lightweight nodes will have problems to enjoy the
blockchain network. One work proposed an IoT architecture with smart home
settings shown in [4] which uses the devices such as computers in the home as full
nodes to serve the lightweight nodes. However, this design fits the topology of
smart home scenario which every home is assumed to have personal computers
and can be seen as the connection cores for the IoT sub-networks in each smart
home.

3 System Designs

In this section, we present a multi-layered blockchain based ID management
topology to fit the dynamic IoT network. Different roles for nodes are defined
and coordinated to maintain the whole blockchain network. More particularly,
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the different devices in IoT network will be assigned with different roles according
to the connection life and hardware. Coordination methods are also necessary to
guarantee the backup full nodes to serve the lightweight nodes when their full
nodes are offline.

First, we see all IoT devices as nodes in a blockchain network. Then an
unique ID will be assigned for each IoT device which will be also associated with
the blockchain wallet ID. With this design, all valid IDs will be easily verified
in IoT network while fake IDs are difficult to be found and refused. Moreover,
any malicious actions from IoT devices will be recorded with the ID to defend
attackers in the future.

In order to avoid the heavy computation or storage with existing
blockchain topology, different nodes should be defined with different IoT device
configurations. In this paper, we define three blockchain labels for devices in IoT:
lightweight node, full node, and coordination node. Then we classified all devices
by assigning different labels according to connection lifetime and hardware con-
figurations. Lightweight node labels are corresponding to the IoT devices that
have low computing capacity or have short connection lifetime. Full node labels
will require the IoT devices always maintain connecting to the IoT network and
have enough calculation capacity and storage space. Coordination node labels
are assigned to the devices with long connection lifetime and low calculation
capacity.

For example, a surveillance camera as shown in Fig. 2 is the device that has
a long connection lifetime and low hardware capacity will be assigned with a
coordination node. The computers which are used as the overlay layer in [4]
are assigned with full node labels and the blockchain is maintained mainly on
them. Then the devices which are dynamic join and leave this IoT network
are assigned with lightweight node labels to allow them to participate in this
blockchain system while do not need the overhead of full nodes.

By combining the decentralized blockchain topology with identity verifica-
tion and recording, an IoT ID management system can be created. This system
could improve security and reduce malicious behaviors in IoT networks. For
any attackers with faked IDs, it will be more and more difficult to continuously
maintain the connection to the IoT network as frequently faking different IDs are
more difficult and costly. Moreover, considering difficult hardware configurations
of the IoT devices, on one hand, the practical implementation is possible while
on the othe hand, the trust system with different levels can be built further
to manage the connections for different devices. One example would be there
are different devices associated with different roles in IoT networks [15] such as
center connection nodes or edge nodes.

4 A Brief Case Study

Once a new sensor node wants to join this blockchain network, the first thing is
to send a request to the coordination nodes with its label. If it is a full node,
then a high level security verification will be required until it gets permission to
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Fig. 2. IoT network with labeled devices and dynamic connections.

join the full node group. If it is a lightweight node, the coordination nodes will
distribute a full node that can serve this newcomer. However, the newcomer will
not get a valid id to communicate until the verification for the real id. Once a
full node goes offline, the coordination nodes will then distribute new full nodes
to the lightweight nodes to maintain the connections.

In this section, we assume a threat mode with a malicious user in the IoT
network that may manipulate one IoT node by cracking or to fake a node ID to
try to access to the IoT network. For the first case, an attacker may be able to
compromise and control one IoT node in the network. Many malicious actions
may be then reported by other nodes in the IoT network. In such case, the ID
of the compromised node will be marked and recorded in the following blocks
in the blockchain system. In the following time slots, higher security verification
requirements and the lower level of trust will be modified accordingly. Thus, it
will be more difficult for the attacker to compromise the same node again in
future.

In the other scenario that the attacker connect into the IoT network with
a faked ID. If the faked ID is owned by an IoT node that is still active, the
verification process on the controller node will refuse the connection to block the
attacker out. Even if the attacker manage to connect the IoT network, the report
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for the malicious behaviors will let this faked ID be marked as vulnerable and
blocked out from this IoT network. If the ID management system is efficient, the
attacker will have to frequently change the faked ID to maintain the connection.
Thus higher security level will be achieved as the cost for faking IDs will be
increasing.

5 Discussions and Future Work

With a blockchain based IoT network, we can record all transactions pertaining
to devices in this IoT and stored locally. This information can be very useful for
security purpose. For instance, once the attacker wants to fake an id to join the
IoT network, the label must be assigned first. If the attacker pretends to be a full
node, the high level security verification will find him or make the attack really
expensive. Or if the attacker just wants to pretend as a lightweight node, it is
also hard because all history is recorded and the attacker must fake everything
again for each time trying to attack. However, there are still future works to
do which is to define the coordination and switching protocols for lightweight
nodes. Also, other situations like when full nodes cannot be trusted must be
considered [5].

One further design in IoT with blockchain topology should be not only man-
aging the ID but also protecting the information exchanged in the IoT network.
For example, data sharing and verification protocols must be designed to further
guarantee the IoT network security. As IoT devices have very different hardware
configuration that uniform simple encryption algorithm is difficult to implement,
authentication and verification are important to guanratee the security of data
sharing. Lightweight encryption methods [12] should also be introduced as sup-
plementary methods for security for some specific use cases [2]. Also, more work
in future need to be done for test the system performance and practical possi-
bility to deploy such architecture in real IoT environment.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the obstacle of deploying blockchain technology into
IoT networks. We proposed an IoT system architecture with practically labeling
all IoT devices which can map them to the full nodes and lightweight nodes con-
cepts in blockchain protocol. Then we evaluated that this design could enhance
the security level by managing the IDs of IoT devices while increases the diffi-
culty for attackers to fake IoT nodes.
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